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Mayan Writing 

 The Maya have been living in Central America for millennia. Starting 

about 1,800 years ago, the Maya built amazing cities from stone, and they 

were great scientists, mathematicians, and astronomers. When the Span-

ish arrived in the 1500’s the Mayan Empire had already crumbled, most 

likely due to overpopulation, climate change, and internal confl icts.

 The empire ended, but the people remained. Mayan people still live 

throughout Central America, speaking different dialects of the Mayan lan-

guage and maintaining old traditions alongside modern lifestyles.

 The Maya used a writing system that we call heiroglyphs (“high-row-

gliffs”), or glyphs for short. Shapes and pictures stand for words and parts 

of words. Using the glyphs that stand for sounds, you can write a Maya 

version of your name no matter what language you speak.

 You can write your name in Maya! 

1. Look at our guide to the sounds in Maya. 

2. Look at the glyphs to see how you can put those sounds together to 

write your name. 

3. If there is a sound in your name that isn’t in Maya, use the guide to 

fi nd the closest sound to use instead.

4. Decide how you want to arrange your glyphs. They can go next to each 

other or on top of each other, so long as they’re touching and end up fi t-

ting together in a box shape. Groups of three or four are fi ne, too.

5. Sketch it a few times until you have a version you like!

This example of Mayan carving 

comes from the Canadian Museum 

of Civilization. See their “Mystery 

of the Maya” pages at

 http://www.civilization.ca/

civil/maya/mminteng.html.

Here are ways you can write the 

Spanish word “casa” and the English 

word “home” in Mayan glyphs.
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 One way to study carvings is to make a rubbing: put paper 

over the carving, and rub charcoal over it to get a reverse im-

pression. Here is an example of a real rubbing of Mayan carv-

ings, including glyphs. It comes from the city of Chichen Itza 

in Mexico. It was done by Dr. Merle Green Robertson, who pio-

neered this kind of work. You can see more of her rubbings at 

www.mesoweb.com/rubbings/index.html.

 This rubbing was made from part of 

an ancient temple in a city called Uaxactun 

(“Wa-shock-toon”). Dr. Robertson made this 

rubbing also. The original stone is kept in 

the Museo Nacional in Guatemala City.
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A Guide to Mayan Sounds
 Maya has vowel sounds (a, e, i, o, u) pretty much like in 

Spanish. For English speakers, a = “ah”; e = “ay” like “play”; 

i = “ee” like “see”; o = “oh”; u = “ooh”.

 In Maya, x = “sh”. There is no Maya sound for our letters 

d, f, g, r, v, or z. Here are Maya sounds to use instead:

 d --> t   f --> p  g --> k

 r --> w(a)  v --> w z --> tz

 To write your name in glyphs, fi rst sound it out using Maya 

sounds. You might have to change it a little bit to fi t Maya. If 

your name ends with a consonant (like Kim or Miguel), use that 

last letter plus “a” or “i” to write it--but don’t worry: you don’t 

say that last “a”. To get the English sound for long “i” (like in 

the word “eye”), use “a” + “i” in Maya.

 Is your name Anna? Choose glyphs for “a” and “na”. Is your 

name David? Try “ta” “wi” “ta” (say, “Taweet”). How about 

Franklin? Maybe “Pa” + “wa” + “na” + “ka” + “li” + “na” (say, 

“Pawanakalin”). Or Lashonda? “La” + “xa” + “na” + “ta”. If a 

sound has more than one glyph, pick the one you like best.

 You can put glyphs together in different ways to make a 

word: next to each other, on top of each other, two on top of 

another one, and so on. The glyphs should be touching, and 

should fi t together inside a rectangle-shape. You can turn glyphs 

upside down or on their sides, too, to get a better fi t in a word.

 The Mayan word for “writing” is “tz’ib”. Here is one way to 

write it:
This example comes from the Foundation 

for the Advancement of Mesoamerican 

Studies, Inc. (FAMSI). Learn more on their 

website: www.famsi.org.
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Mayan Sound Glyphs:
‘A-Ku

To read the sounds, match the letters down the left side with the ones across the top. 

For example, “ha” is the fi rst box in the row for “h” (under “a”).

Harri Kettunen and Christopher Helmke, Introduction to Mayan Heiroglyphs: 

www.mesoweb.com/resources/handbook/index.html
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Mayan Sound Glyphs:
K’a-Su

To read the sounds, match the letters down the left side with the ones across the top. 

For example, “no” is the fourth box in the row for “n” (under “o”).

Harri Kettunen and Christopher Helmke, Introduction to Mayan Heiroglyphs: 

www.mesoweb.com/resources/handbook/index.html
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Mayan Sound Glyphs:
Ta-Yu

To read the sounds, match the letters down the left side with the ones across the top. 

For example, “tu” is the last box in the row for “t” (under “u”).

Harri Kettunen and Christopher Helmke, Introduction to Mayan Heiroglyphs:

www.mesoweb.com/resources/handbook/index.html


